
Taking the stress out of piping design

It is a fundamental principle that all
piping systems require support and
some degree of flexibility. Today’s
pipe stress engineer must go
beyond checking for just allowable
pipe stresses, and check for load
limitations on key equipment
and/or support structure. This
requires not just understanding
general piping codes such as ASME
B31.1 & 31.3, but also careful con-
sideration of codes that address
nozzle loading such as API 610 5.5.1
and ANSI/HI 9.6.2. Additionally,
essential equipment suppliers have
voiced their concerns relating to the
damaging effects of high nozzle
loading on their equipment. Unfor-
tunately, this concern is often, and
incorrectly, associated with rubber
expansion joints based on an unac-
ceptable pressure thrust force they
could impose. Some equipment
suppliers have even taken an
extreme approach and recom-
mended pipe stress engineers
eliminate expansion joints, increase
the rigidity of the piping system and

tighten installation tolerances.
This approach is both impractical
and problematic because it does
not adequately take into considera-
tion the fundamentals of thermal
growth and contraction of the pip-
ing system,  ground settlement,
vibration, realistic piping misalign-
ment and other common external

forces and displacements imposed
on the piping system. This approach
also hinders the efforts of owners
and pipe stress engineers who
desire piping systems with a smaller
footprint, lower construction cost,
improved energy efficiency, modu-
lar construction and less support
structure. Systems designed with-
out rubber expansion joints also
lack the common benefits of
absorbing all directional
movements including ground set-
tlement, reducing noise and
vibration, having a cycle life in the
tens of millions, compensating for
typical misalignments of 0.185”,
providing access to piping and
equipment, and having superior
corrosion and abrasion resistance.
An optimal approach requires
understanding the imposing pres-
sure thrust forces from some
expansion joint arrangements, and
when needed, incorporating more
advanced rubber expansion joint
arrangements that can facilitate
both system flexibility and restraint.
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The benefits of more advanced rubber joint arrangements

Illustration 1
Unrestrained Rubber Expansion Joint
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More advanced rubber expansion
joint arrangements should not be
confused with simply adding con-
trol rods to an unrestrained rubber
expansion joint (Illustration 1). This
is because setting control rods with
gaps still imposes 100% of the pres-
sure thrust force on the system and
setting them without gaps will lack
axial flexibility. This no-gap setting
is effective in restraining the full
pressure thrust force and obtaining
all common rubber expansion joint
benefits excluding axial flexibility.

Looking at the alternatives

As a helpful exercise, the pipe stress
engineer may look at several alter-
native solutions for the same
application and compare the differ-
ent end load results. Alternative
solutions can include incorporating
rigid pipe loops, traditional
unrestrained rubber expansion
joints, and/or more advanced rub-
ber expansion joint arrangements.
Illustration 2 shows four solutions
to an example application of a 36”
diameter carbon steel pipe with a
100’ axial run under 90 psi with
temperature fluctuation of 100°F.
Each solution will restrain the pres-

sure thrust forces, absorb the axial
thermal movement of 0.8” and keep
the piping system within allowable
stresses. However, each solution
will have very different end loads.
For simplicity, load factors common
to all solutions, such as pipe and
fluid weight, are ignored, as well as
the fact that actual pipe stress engi-
neers will likely utilise FEA software
including AutoPIPE or CAESAR II.

SOLUTION 1 incorporates an unre-
strained expansion joint installed
between two main anchors with
numerous guides at specific spac-
ing. This is a good solution when
there are no load limitations on the
equipment and/or support struc-
ture. The common benefits of
incorporating rubber expansion
joints are also obtained. The conse-
quence of an unrestrained 
expansion joint  being installed axi-
ally in-line is the pipe no longer
being able to carry the pressure

thrust force in tension, and so the
pressure thrust force must now be
transmitted as a compressive load
onto the systems ends, thus requir-
ing main anchors. The end load can
be calculated as the sum of the
pressure thrust force, the spring
rate load of the rubber expansion
joint and some minor friction loads
from the pipe guides. The end load
for Solution 1 extends to be approx-
imately 92,900 lbf (pounds force).
This illustrates why many
equipment manufacturers would
not want their equipment to be
treated as a main anchor and
forced to carry such a heavy load.

SOLUTION 2 incorporates a rigid
piping loop installed between two
intermediate anchors with a limited
number of guides. This is a good
solution when there are no space
restrictions or a need to reduce
material or energy costs, and there
is no need for the common benefits
gained from incorporating rubber
expansion joints. The carbon steel
pipe will carry the full pressure
thrust force in tension and does not
transfer that load on to the system’s
ends. The end load  can be calcu-
lated as the sum of the load

Illustration 2 – Alternative Piping Solution



deflection values from the solid pipe
loop using the Kellogg method and
some minor friction loads from the
pipe guides. The end load for Solu-
tion 2 extends to approximately
105,000 lbf, a force greater than
that of the pressure thrust force in
the example application. Equipment
manufacturers should be just as
concerned with this heavy load as
they are with eliminating pressure
thrust forces.

SOLUTION 3 incorporates an in-line
pressure balanced rubber expan-
sion joint installed between two
intermediate anchors with a limited
number of guides. This is the only
effective solution for directly
absorbing large axial thermal move-
ments while continually self-
restraining the pressure thrust
forces. This advanced rubber
expansion joint arrangement con-
sists of tie devices interconnecting
its main joint section to its opposing
balancing joint section (Illustration
3). This is an optimal solution when
there are load limitations on the
equipment and/or support struc-
ture and there is a high value
placed on reducing the system foot-
print, as well as saving material and
energy costs. The common benefits
of incorporating rubber expansion
joints are also obtained. The end
loads can be calculated as the sum
of the spring rate load of the expan-
sion joint and some minor friction
loads from the pipe guides. The end
load for Solution 3 extends to
approx-imately 4,500 lbf; a very
manageable load. 

SOLUTION 4 incorporates a flexible
pipe loop installed between two
intermediate anchors with a limited
number of guides. This advanced
rubber expansion joint
arrangement consists of two univer-
sal tied joints for maximum lateral
movement capability, inter-

connected in a compact pipe loop
(Illustration 4). This is a very effec-
tive way to absorb large axial
thermal movements from the
longer adjacent pipe runs. It is also
an optimum solution when there
are load  limitations on the equip-
ment and/or support structure and
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Illustration 3 – In-Line
Pressure Balanced
Rubber Expansion Joint

Illustration 4 – Flexible
Pipe Loop Utilizing
Universal Tied Rubber
Expansion Joints



there is some value placed on
reducing the system footprint, as
well as saving material and energy
costs. The common benefits of
incorporating rubber expansion
joints are also obtained. The end
load can be calculated as the sum of
the lateral spring rate loads of the
two expansion joints and some
minor friction loads from the pipe
guides. The end load for Solution 4
extends to approximately 2,200 lbf;
an extremely low and very manage-
able load.

An optimal solution

When concerned about the load
carrying capabilities of any essential
equipment and/or support struc-

tures, an optimal solution is neither
to increase rigidity into the piping
system or ignore the imposing pres-
sure thrust forces as an effect of
some expansion joint
arrangements; but rather to incor-
porate more advanced rubber
expansion joint arrangements that
can facilitate both system flexibility
and restraint when needed. This
approach is also very much
in line with owners and stress engi-
neers who desire piping systems
with smaller footprints, lower con-
struction costs, improved energy
efficiency, modular construction
and less structural support.
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From the Simple to the Simply Amazing

General Rubber is proud to offer our EPC-focused, Best Piping
Practice & Optimization Program (BPPO) which provides:

• Systems Optimization with Reduced Footprint and Energy Consumption
• Minimize Loads on Piping, Equipment and Support Structure
• Reduce Material and Construction Costs
• Direct Engineering Support for Seamless Integration
• Performance Rubber Expansion Joints with Advanced Designs

We are also proud to offer our MRO-focused Plant Reliability
& Efficiency Program (PREP) for predictive, condition-based

maintenance of your rubber expansion joints.
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